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Axisymmetric punch problem under condition of consolidation 

G. SZEFER and J. GASZYNSK.I (KRAK6W) 

IN the paper the exact solution of a problem of axisymmetric punch which is pressed into visco
elastic consolidating half-space by known force P( t) is given. On the base of the three-dimension
al, linear theory of consolid1tion with rheological properties of skeleton by different dilata
tional, shear and due to the fluid pressure creep - the states of strain and stress are given. The 
formulas for contact stresses and displacement of the punch are presented. Particularly, for 
media with elastic skeleton the graphs of stresses and punch displacements for different load 
velocities are given. The result obtained in the paper shows, that the character of singularity 
of contact stresses in consolidating medium is the same as in the one-phase medium. 

W pracy podano scisle rozwi'lzanie osiowo-symetrycznego problemu stempla wciskanego 
w konsoliduj'lC'l p6lprzestrzen lepkosp~i:yst'l znan'l sil'l P(t). Na gruncie tr6jwymiarowej, 
liniowej teorii konsolidacji z uwzgl~dnieniem wlasnosci reologicznych szkieletu przy r6i:nym 
pelz:miu postaciowym, obj~tosciowym oraz wywolanym przez cisnienie cieczy w porach -
wyznaczono stan napr~i:enia i deformacji osrodka uzyskuj'lc efektywne wzory dla napr~i:en 
kontaktowych oraz przemieszczenia stempla. W szczeg6lnosci dla osrodka o szkielecie spr~
i:ystym podano wykresy napr~i:en i przemieszczeo stempla dla r6inych chwil czasu i r6i:nych 
pr~dkosci obci'li:enia. Wykazano, i:e charakter osobliwosci napr~i:en kontaktowych w osrodku 
konsoliduj~cym jest taki sam jak w osrodku jednofazowym. 

B pa6oTe .n;ae-rc.a rotmoe peweHHe oce-CHMMeTpHtmOH sa.n;atm WTaMJia a.n;aaJIHBaeMoro a KOH
coJIH)zylO~ee BH3I<o-ynpyroe no.JI}'llpocrpaHCTBo H3BeCTHOH CHJIOH P(t). Ha rp}'HTe Tpex
MepHoli, JIHHeHHOH TeOpHH KOHCOJIH,n;aQHH C yqeTOM peoJIOrHtieCI<HX CBOHCTB CI<eJieTa, llpH 
pa3HOH llOJI3ytleCTH 4>opMbl H o6beMHOH llOJI3ytleCTH, a TaK>Ke UOJI3yqeCTH, Bbi3BaHHOH ,n;aB
JieHHeM >KH,n;I<OCTH B nopax, onpe,n;eJieHbi HanpH>KeHHoe H ,n;e4>opMHpOBaHHOe COCTOHHHH Cpe
.D;bl, llOJiyqaH 34>4>eKTHBHbie 4>opMyJibl ,n;JIH KOHTai<THbiX Hanp.R>KeHHH H nepeMe~eHHH WTaM
na. B 'laCTHoCTH .n;JIH cpe,ll;bi c ynpyrHM CI<eJieTOM .n;aroTCH .n;HarpaMMhi HanpH>KeHHH H nepeMe~e
HHH WTaMna ,n;JIH pa3HbiX MOMeHTOB BpeMeHH H pa3HbiX CKOpoCTeH Harpy>KeHHH. lloKa3aHo, 
'lTO xapaKTep OC06biX I<OHTaKTHbiX HanpH>KeHHH B KOHCOJIH)zylO~eHCH cpe,n;e aHaJIOJ'HlleH, 
Kai< B O.n;HO!i>a3HOH cpe,n;e. 

1. Introduction 

CoNSOLIDATION of subsoil under the punch action and the associated evolution of stress 
concentration is one of the most fundamental problems in mechanics of porous medium 
saturated with liquid. The knowledge of the contact stress distribution and of the displace
ment of punch in time is very important from the cognitive as well as from the technical 
point· of view. 

Though this problem has already be~n considered by some authors (DERSKI, ZARETSKY, 
SZEFER and DoMSKI, BooKER), its full and exact analysis still remains an open question. DERSKI 
[3] considered the rigid punch in solid with elastic skeleton and reduced the mixed boundary 
problem to the dual integral equations only. The discussion of the solution of these equa
tions remains open up to now. ZARETSKY [16] in analogical case has applied the successive 
approximations method to solve the couple system of equations of the theory of consolida
tion, and calculated in the first step the liquid pressure from the simplified (without de-
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498 G. SZEFER AND J. GASZYNSKI 

formation element) filtration equation. Owing to this he avoided the solution of the compli
cated dual equations but on the other hand, he departed from exactness of the solution. 
The papers of SzEFER and DoMSKI [13] and BOOKER [2] present the numerical aproach (in 
the paper [13] the method of finite differences was applied and rich illustrations of the 
stress state are given, BOOKER on the contrary applied the finite element method but re
stricted his considerations to show the general procedure in case of mixed boundary 
conditions only). 

On this occasion it is worth to make a note that the problem of a force acting on half
space, which is in strong connection with the discussed problem (the singularity of this 
solution determined the character of integral equation in the boundary punch problem) 
and which was considered by FREUDENTHAL and SPILLERS [4], and later by SoBCZYt~SKA 
[9], is unfortunately not free from defects. These follow from the non-correctly posed 
initial conditions which ignore the property of non-normality of the system of consolida
tion theory equations. 

In the present paper the problem of action of the rigid, smooth punch with known 
contact zone, resting on a consolidating viscoelastic half-space is considered. The question 
under conditions of axisymmetry on base of three-dimensional (coupled) BloT's theory 
of consolidation is discussed. The aim of the paper is the effective calculation of contact 
stresses under the punch and its displacement in time. The problem will be solved by gener
al assumptions on the rheological properties of the skeleton, while for the medium with 
elastic skeleton the detailed graphs of interesting functions will be given. The solutions 
are given both for the permeable and impermeable edge. 

2. The set of equations of consolidating viscoelastic solid 

The subject of our considerations will be a two-phase continuous medium, one phase 
of which constructed a porous, viscoelastic, homogeneous and isotropic skeleton, while 
the second one constituted fluid which filtrated through the pores according to the Darcy's 
law. The rheological properties of the s~eleton we shall characterize by different shear, 
dilatational and, due to the fluid pressure, creep kernels. This last fact, included and 
discussed by ZARETSKY [16], is a result of observed property of soils, which demonstrate 
different characteristics of dilatational deformation in process of compression and tension. 
According to the MESTCHIAN's [7] experiments, we assume the Boltzmann's hereditary 
principle for material without aging. 

For material so characterized, the constitutive equations have the form [16, 11] 

(2.1) 

where quantities N, M, A are Volterra's integral operators of the second kind 
t 

N = ,u [ 1-J R(t- r) ... dr], 
0 

(2.2) 
t 

A, = !X11 [ 1-J R,(t- T) ... dr], 
0 

t 

A;1 = _I [ 1 + J K,(t- r) ... dr] . 
a, o 
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AxiSYMMETRIC PUNCH PROBLEM UNDER CONDmON OF CONSOLIDATION 499 

The following notations are used: p, - shear modulus of the skeleton, a., - dilatational 
modulus of the skeleton, aP- dilatational modulus due to the fluid pressure in the pores, 
K(t- r), K.,(t-1'), Kp(t- r)- kernels describing the shear, dilatational and due to the 
fluid pressure creep, R(t- r), R.,(t- r)- resolvents of the kernels K(t- r), K0(t- r). 

Moreover, in formula (2.1) we assume the notations: a1i- elements of the stress 
tensor in two-phase medium, eii- elements of the strain tensor, p- hydrostatic pressure 
of the fluid, ~~i- K.ronecker's symbol. 

Additionally, on the basis of Darcy's law and principle of mass continuity, we consider 
the filtration equation 

(2.3) 
k A 3n • • 
-LJp = -p+ekk 
y aw 

in which k denotes filtration coefficient, y specific weight of the fluid, n porosity, aw compres
sibility modulus dilatations of the fluid, L1 Laplace operator, ( ·) = ajat. 

Beside the physical relations (2.1 ), (2.3) we shall add the known equilibrium and 
geometrical equations of continuous medium. Including these relations by substitution 
of (2.1) we come to the known system of displacement equations [16] 

(2.4) NL1u1+(N+M)ekk,1-Ap,, = 0, i = 1, 2, 3. 

These, with the filtration equation (2.3), will constitute the basis of further considerations. 

3. Formulation and general solution of the problem 

In cylindrical system of coordinates Orz let us consider a fiat, smooth punch pressed 
by a known force P(t) into half-space z ~ 0 (Fig. 1). 

P(t) 

FIG. 1. 
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500 G. SZEFER AND J. GASnrNSKI 

Denoting by u(r, z, t), w(r, z, t) the displacements respectively in r- and z-directions, 
we shall write the Eqs. (2.4}, (2.3) in the form 

N(Liu-;,) +(N+M)e,, = Ap,., 

(3.1) NL1w+(N+M)e,: = Ap,z, 

k L1 3n • . ou u ow y p = a:;p+e, e = y,+-,+--az· 

The boundary conditions of the problem are following: 

(3.2) 

and 

r > 0, 

w(r,O,t)=c(t), O<r<R, 

a:(r, 0, t) = 0, r > R, 

p(r, 0, t) = 0 for permeable edge, 

P.:(r, z, t)l:=o = 0 for impermeable edge. 

Simultaneously, for the uniqueness of solution we demand u, w, p -+ 0 for r -+ oo and 
z-+ 00. 

Assuming that the force P(t) increases slowly from zero to the limit value, we take 
homogeneous initial conditions 

(3.3) u(r, z, 0) = w(r, z, 0) = p(r, z, 0) = 0 

which are consistent with the structure of the Eqs. (3.1) for the given type of load (the 
so-called "consistence conditions" which must be satisfied in case of non-normal system 
of equations, fulfilled automatically). 

To begin with, we perform on the system (3.1) the Hankel integral transform with 
respect to the variable rand the Laplace transform with respect to t. Including the form 
of operators (2.2) and the convolution theorem, it will read 

N(il'-w 2u) = w[(N+M)e-Ap], 

(3.4) N(X"-w2 w) = -[(N+M)~'-Ap'], 
;;; k ( ;;; , 2 -) 3n ;;; 

SE=- p -(J) p --sp, 
'Y llw 

where 
CXl CXl 

u(r, z, t) u =ff rl1 (wr)e-stdrdt, ;;; e(r,z,t) e 0 0 
CXl CXl 

w(r,z,t) w =JJ rJ0 (wr)e-•tdrdt, 
;;; p(r, z, t) 
p_ 0 0 

N, M, A -Laplace transforms of operators N, M, A, (') = dfdz. 
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Solving the system of ordinary equations (3.4) and taking into account the fact that 
the hydrostatics pressure p must vanish when z tends to infinity, we obtain 

(3.5) 

where 

m= V w2 +s ~ [ !: +A(2N+M)-'l 

B = L[~+A(2N+M)-1]. 
k OCw 

Making use of the physical relations 

(3.6) 

and geometrical relations 

(3.7) 

(J, = 2Ne,+Me-Ap, 

(Jz = 2Ne:+Me-Ap, 

Ez = W,z, 

by (3.5), after pertorming the integral transforms we obtain the following quantities 
of stress transforms: 

(3.8) -;;:. _ c [ (N- M) ( 3n A ) M A- 3n 2N +M) (N +M) J -ws 
(Jz- 1 - + --+--=---=- wz +--= +- e 

OCw N +M 2N OCw 2N 

9 Arch. Mech. Stos. nr 3n5 
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Formulas (3.5), (3.8) contain four unknown parameters C1, C2 , C3, C4. To find 
these, we need four relations. Three equations yield the boundary conditions (3.2), the 
fourth follows from the fact that by the solution of the system (3.4), the order of the Eq. 
(3.4h was increased (from two to four). The solutions obtained are therefore integrals of 
higher order equations. To obtain the solution of system (3.4), the integrals (3.5) must 
satisfy (3.4h. Consequently substituting (3.5) into (3.4h, we come to the fourth condition 

(3.9) - [3n - - ] 2Nco(C3-C4)+ a:- (3N+M)+A C1 = 0. 

Next, we proceed to include the boundary conditions. Successively we consider first the 
permeable edge applying conditions (3.2)1-(3.2)4 • Performing the Laplace transformation 
and then substituting (3.5) and (3.8), we obtain 

oo[ N+M ( 3n A 2.AmcoC2 ] f -co(C3 +C4)+ --- - +-=----==--) C1 + col1 (cor)dco = 0, 
0 

2N aw N+M sB(2N+M) 

(3.10) 

foo[c4-C2 Am ]colo(cor)dco = c(t), r < R, 
0 sB(2N+M) 

00[ --- - - - co2 AN f McoC3 -(2N+M)coC4-ACl +2- C2 
o s B~+M) 

(N+M)(2N+M) ( 3n X )c J J. ( )-~ _ 0 + - + -=-----=- 1 co 0 cor uco - , 
2N <Xw N+M 

00 
J (Cl +C2)col0 (cor)dco = 0. 
0 

r > R, 

On the grounds of (3.9), (3.10) and (3.10)4 we eliminate quantities C2 , C3, C4 expressed 
by means of cl: 

c2 =-eh 

(3.11) c, =- :W [!: +2 ";" "B(}+M)]c,, 
c4 = --~-[~ 2N+M + ~ _2 mco A Jc1 • 

2co aw N N s B(2N+M) 

Including further the mixed boundary condition (3.10h,3 we arrive at the following duaJ 
integral equations 

oo [ 3n 2N+M i] _ r C1 - -.=:- +-=- J0 (ror)dco = 2c(s), r < R, 
o aw N N 

00 --I cl[~(N+M)+A-_3_ ANco(m-ro)]rolo(cor)dco = 0, r > R. 
o aw s B(2N+M) 
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Making use of the transformation variables 

r = Ru, w = vR- 1 

and substituting 

[ 
3n - - - 2 ANv(m-v) J 

(j) 1(v,s) = C1v --(N+M)+A--R2 , 
~w s B(2N+M) 

(3.12) 

we finally obtain 

(3.13) 

L 1 (v, s) = - J 
[ 

3n - - - 2 ANv(m-v) 
V -(N+M)+A--R2 - - - ' 

~w s B(2N+M) 

f(s) = iNR c(s), 
3n - - -
-(2N+M)+A 
~w 

00 

J q,1 (v, s)L1 (v, s)J0 (uv)dv = f(s), u < l, 
0 

00 

J (j)l(v, s)J0 (uv)dv = 0, u > I. 
0 

503 

Similarly for the impermeable edge, for which in lieu of (3.2) we apply (3.2)5 by means of 
analogical transformations, we obtain dual equations 

(3.14) 

in which 

(3.15) 

00 

J (j)2(v, s)L2(v, s)J0 (uv)dv = f(s), u < I, 
0 

00 

J (j)2(v, s)J0 (uv)dv = 0, u > I, 
0 

r 
3n _ _ _ 2 AN-: (m-v)] 

(j)2(v, s) = C1v - (N+M)+A- R2 - ·------- ' 
~w s B(2N+M) 

I 

L2(v, s) = f AN-v2 (m-v) J . 
3n - - - 2 m 

V -(N+M)+A-- -
_ sR2 B(2N +M) 

Further discussion of the problem is connected with the solution of the equations (3.I3) 
and (3.14). 
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4. Solution of the dual integral equations of the problem 

Both cases of the Eqs. (3.13) and (3.14) may be treated together 

(4.1) 

where 

(4.2) 

00 

J L(v, s)l/>(v, s)J0 (uv)dv = f(s), u < 1, 
0 

00 

J ll>(v, s)J0 (uv)dv = 0, u > 1, 
0 

[
L 1 (v, s) for the permeable edge, 

L(v, s) = L 2 (v, s) for the impermeable edge, 

[

(/> 1 ( v, s) for the permeable edge~ 

l/>(v, s) = l/>
2
(v, s) for the impermeable edge. 

To the solution of the Eqs. (4.1) we apply the LEBEDEV-UFLAND's method [15, 10], the 
unknown function l/>(v, s) we find in the form 

(4.3) 

1 

l/>(v, s) = v J <p(~, s)cosv~dE; 
0 

owing to the equation (4.1)2 they are satisfied identically. This follows immediately from 

the simple calculation 

00 1 00 1 

J v J <p(~, s)cosv~J0(uv)d~dv = J [<p(l, s)sinv- J 9'e(~, s)sinv~]d~J0(uv)dv 
0 0 0 0 

00 1 00 

= <p{l, s) J sinvlo(uv)dv- J fPe(E, s) J sinvEJ0(uv)dvd~ 
0 0 0 

and from the property ofWeber-Schafheitlin integral [8] 

00 { 1 f sinv~Jo(uv)dv = y' e-u2
' 

0 0, 
(4.4) 

Substituting (4.3) into the first of the Eqs. (4.1) we obtain 
00 1 

(4.5) J v J [<p(E, s)cosvEL(v, s)J0(uv)]d~dv 
0 0 

1 00 

e > u, 

e < u. 

= J <p(~, s) J vL(v, s)cosvEJ0 (uv)dvdE = f(s). 
0 0 

On the basis of knowledge of functions L 1 (v, s) and L 2 (v, s) (formulas (3.12)1 , (3.15)2 ) 

the expression vL(v, s), easily brings us to the form 

(4.6) vL(v, s) = ( )- [1- M(v, s)], 
(N+M) ~+ A 

CXw 2N+M 
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where 

(4.7) 

for permeable edge, 

for impermeable edge, 

A."BN {[ 3n - - -] 2A.ii }-
1

, M 1(v, s) = sR2 -(N+M)+A (m+v) 2
- v(m+v) 

2N+M CXw 2N+M 

ABN 
M2 (v, s) = sR2 (m+2v)x 

2N+M 

505 

{[ 
3n - - -] 2AN }- 1

• 
x --(N+M)+A m(m+v)2 - v2 (m+v) 

CXw 2N+M 

Substituting the result (4.6) into (4.5) we obtain 

] cp(~, s) J [l-M(v, s)]cosv~J0(uv)dvd~ = (N+M) (2~+ A )f(s). 
0 0 CXw 2N+M 

On the basis of series of simple transformations after including (4.4) will be 

u I oo 

(4.8) f (~ ) ,. t • 

cp 's--d~- / q;(~, s)j M(v, s)cosv~J0(uv)dvd~ = g(s). 
~I u2-e .. o V o o 

Here 

(4.9) - - ( 3n A ) g(s) = (N+M) -+ f(s). 
CXw 2N+M 

Taking the substitution ~ = usinO and the integral representation for the Bessel function 

2 
n/2 

J0 (uv) = - J cos(uvsinO)dO, 
no 

we obtain after transformation 

n/2 1 oo 

J [q>(usin8, s)- ! J q>(E, s) J M(v, s)cosvEcos(uvsin8)dvdE]dO = g(s). 
0 0 0 

Using the elementary representation for the product of trigonometric functions and the 
notation 

00 

(4.10) IDl(~±usinO, s) = J M(v, s)cosv(~±usinO)dv, 
0 

we come to the expression 

~2 1 

J {q>(usin8, s)- ! J q>(E, s)[ID!(E +usin8, s)+ID!(E-usin8, s))dE }dO = g(s). 
0 0 
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Denoting shortly 

(4.11) 

1 

F(usinO, s) = tp(usinO, s)- _!_ J q>(~, s) [Wl(~ +usinO, s) + ~U- usinO, s)]d~, 
no 

we obtain the simple case of SCHLOMILCH integral equation [15] 

(4.12) 

n/2 

J F(usinO, s)d(J = g(s); 
0 

the solution has the known form 

(4.13) 
2 

F(u, s) = -g(s). 
n 

Returning to (4.11) we obtain for the unknown function tp(u, s) the equation 

1 

tp(u, s)- _!_ J tp(~, s)K(u, ~' s)d~ = F(u, s), 
no 

in which 

K(u, ~' s) = ~(~+u, s)+~(~-u, s). 

This is a Fredholm integral equation of the second kind with continuous and bounded 
kernel, which follows from (4.7) and (4.10). Using the symmetry of kernel K(u, ~' s) 
and evenness of function tp(u, s) (with respect to u), we finally obtain 

(4.14) 
1 1 

tp(u,s)-- J ~(~-u, s)tp(~, s)d~ = F(u, s)uel-1.11 se C. 
n -1 

Finding from here tp(~, s), we calculate l/>(v, s) from (4.3), and in this way the solution 
of foregoing problem. On the base of the property of kernel ~JJ((~-u, s), the function 
tp(u, s) is continuous and bounded, but its effective calculation encounters difficulties, 
because the form of the kernel is very complicated. The additional complication is here 
the fact that the equation must be satisfied for every complex parameters. This gives an 
important difference between the punch problem in consolidating condition and the 
classical contact problems of theory of elasticity. 

In this situation we will find the solution of (4.14) in a series form 

CX) 

(4.15) tp(u, s) = ~ an(s)Ln(u), 
n=O 

where {Ln(u)} is a complete, orthogonal system offunctions defined on the interval [ -1, 1]. 
As a basis of so defined series we take the system of Legendre's polynomials. Substituting 
(4.15) into (4.14) and performing the orthogonalization procedure we obtain for the 
coefficients an(s) the following system of linear algebraic equations 

CX) 

(4.16) ~ AIJ(s)aj(s) = B1(s), i = 0, 1, ... , 
)=0 
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where 
1 1 

A,j(s) = - J J IDl(~-u, s)L1(~)Lj(u)d~du, i :F j, 
-1 -1 

1 1 1 

Aa(s) = J L:(u)du- J J ~(~-u, s)L1(~)L1(u)d~du, 
-1 -1 -1 

1 

Bi(s) = J F(u, s)L;(u)du. 
-1 

507 

In our flat punch cases, the function F(u, s) is constant with respect to argument u which 
follows from the relation (4.13) 

I 

F(u, s) = F(s), Bi(s) = F(s) J L1(u)du. 
-I 

From the orthogonality of Legendre's polynomials and by the fact that L 0 (u) = const 
it follows 

1 

f Li( u) du = 0, i = I , 2, .... 
-1 

Hence 

(4.17) 
B;(s) = 0, i = I, 2, .... 

B0 (s) = 2F(s). 

On the basis of (4.16) we obtain 

(4 18) 
D 0 ,(s) 

. a,(s) = W(s) 2F(s), 

where 

W(s) = det[AIJ(s)], D0,(s)-cofactor A 0,(s). 

The desired solution of the Eq. (4.14) has the form 

(4.19) 

5. Determination of the contact stresses and displacement of the punch 

The Laplace transform of the contact stress we obtain immediately from the form 
(4.1h for u < 1 

00 

p(u, s) = Gz (u, s) = ~2 J (/>(v, s)J0 (uv)dv 
U<1 O 

00 1 

= ~2 J v [ J q>(~, s)cosv~d~ ]l0 (uv)dv 
0 0 

00 1 00 

= ~2 q>(l, s) J sin vJ0 (uv)dv- ~2 J 9JE(~, s) J sin v~J0(uv)dv d~. 
0 0 0 
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Including furthermore (4.4), it will be 

1 

(5.1) p(u,s)= qJ(l,s) __ 1 J 9J€(~,s) d~. 
R2l/l-u2 R2 u y' ~2-u2 

Taking into account the known form (4.19) we obtain 

From the relations (4.13), (4.9) and (3.1lh we have 

F(s) = 4R N +M Nc(s). 
n 2N+M 

Substituting this value into the formula (5.2) we finally obtain 

(5.3) 

When the punch is pressed into the medium with the known force P(t) (and it is so in 
our case), then the self-evident relation holds 

R 

P(t) = 2n ( p(u, t)du, 
0 

which after Laplace transformation and transition to dimensionless variables assumes 
the form 

1 

(5.4) P(s) = 2nR J p(u, s)du. 
0 

This relation after including (5.3) gives the formula for the transform of displacement 

(5.5) 

Here 

(5.6) 

c(s) = n_ iN+M oo P(s) 
SRN N+M ~, D0 ,.(s) 

~o W(s) H,. 

Substituting (5.5) into (5.3), it will be 

(5.7) 
- 00 1 

-(u s) = P(s) ~ D (s) [ L,.(I) - J L~(~) d~]· 
p ' oo 0" .. ! 2 .. I 1:2 2 f 1-u f li -u 

R 1: ( -l)"H,.D0,.(s) n-o u 
n-o 
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Finally, after performing the Laplace inverse transformation, we obtain the final 
closed form for contact stresses and punch displacement 

- 00 

1 J P(s) " {5.8) p(u, t) = 2ni oo .:6 Don(s)x 
L R r ( -1tHnDon(s) n=O 

n=O 

c(t) = _1_. J n- iN+M oo P(s) e'tds. 
2m L SRN N+M ~ Don(s) 

6 W(s) Hn 

These formulas constitute the complete exact solution of the posed problem. 

6. Numerical example 

The obtained formulas give possibility to do the qualitative analysis of the problem. 
As follows from (5.8) 1 , the character of singularity of contact stresses under the punch 
in consolidating medium is the same as in one-phase elastic solid. The quantitative in
formation as well as the additional consolidation process need an exact analysis of func
tions (5.8) for given parameters of the medium and given functions P(t). The formulas 
{5.8) have a complicated structure and demand series of labour-consuming operations 
[calculation of the integrals (5.6) and (4.10), computation of coefficients of the system 
(4.16), calculation of Laplace inverse transforms], but all these calculations can be done 
effectively. For example, the results of calculation for a medium with elastic skeleton 
and loading 

{

p 0 _t_ ' 0 ~ t < t 0' 
P(t) = to 

P0 , t ;;?; t0 , 

{6.1) 

are given in the sequel. In this solution, the system of the first four Legendre's polynomials 

is used. 
The coefficients of the system ( 4.16) with the integrals ( 4.1 0) are computed in analytical 

form 
l l l l 00 

Aii(s) = - J J CJJl(~-u, s)Li(~)Lj(u)d~du = - J J J M(v, s)cosv(~-u)x 
0 0 0 0 0 

00 l l 

x L,(~)L1(u)dvd~du = - J M(v, s) (J J cosv(~-u)L,(~)L1(u)d~du) dv 
0 0 0 

00 

= - J M(v, s)a.l)(v)dv, 
0 
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where 
1 1 

a.11 = J J cosv(E-u)L1(E)Lj(u)dEdu. 
0 0 

G. SZEFER AND J. GASZYNSKI 

By means of a structure 
00 00 

J M(v, s)a.il(v)dv = lim J M(v, s)a.u(v)cosrrvdv 
o ~-oo 

the interpolation approximation method of KRYLOV [5] to calculate the Fourier integrals 
may be applied. 

Analogically to the Laplace inverse-transforms calculation, the effective method of 
interpolation [6] was used. To this aim, the formulas (5.8) are written in the form 

p(u, t) = ""~. J T(u, s)P(s)e''ds, 
~t,l L 

1 J -c(t) = ""-' S(s)P(s)e''ds, 
~t.l L 

(6.2) 

where 

T(u, s) = 1 f D (s) [ L,.(l) - f1 

L;.(E) dE] i (-1)"Do,.(s)H,.R f.:t on y1-u2 ., yE2-u2 ' 
n=O 

S(s) = ~- 2p.+A. W(s) 
8Rp. p.+A. N 

~ H,.D0 ,.(s) 
n=O 

00 _ J 1-e-tos 
P(s) = P(t)e-''dt = . 

t s2 
0 0 

From the structure of expressions T(u, s) and S(s) it follows that they are bounded for 
lsl-+ oo. This is the necessary condition to apply the Krylov's method. 

The complete procedure of calculation of nonelementary integrals (Fourier and La
place inverse transforms) consists in the computation of values of functions in inter
polation nodes - because the residual operations are reduced to simple and closed 
formulas given in [5, 6]. 

Calculations were performed for the following physical constants of the medium 

p. = 125kG/cm2
, a.., = 500kG/cm2

, a.P = 25kG/cm2
, 

k = 2 · 10-1 cm/day, n = 0.4, a.w = 6 · 104 kG/cm2
• 

These values were found in the paper [13], and they are approximate quantities only, 
obtained in the way of selected laboratory tests for clay. 

Moreover, it was assumed that R = 500cm, P0 = 667T. 
The calculation was performed by means of computer making one common programme 

for permeable and impermeable edge. The results of these calculations are presented in 
Figs. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8. 
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In the Figs. 2, 3, 4, 5 the contact stress distribution for a given load program is given. 
Figures give the analogical distribution but for a different time point t0 • Figure 7 demon
strates the displacement of the punch in time, Fig. 8 shows the same phenomenon but 
for different values of t0 and in logarythmical scale. 
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7. Conclusions 
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The presented considerations lead to formulation of the following remarks. The solu
tion of the problem of a punch, which is pressed into consolidating medium, was pre
sented with success in a closed form in a class of nonelementary integrals. As it was 
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Displacement of punch for different values to 
C{t) -- permeable edge 

[emS ---- impermeable edGf! 

FIG. 8. 

proved, the solution is a function with the same class of regularity as the elastic solution 
(for one-phase medium). In the final state of consolidating process, that is after the 
outflow of liquid from pores (i.e. for t ~ oo ), the solution has the same properties as for 
the one-phase case. In course of consolidation we observe the levelling of stresses in the 
middle zone under the punch. The solution for permeable edge is not far from that for 
the impermeable one. Though the numerical calculation for medium with elastic skeleton 
was performed, the method can effectively be realized also for viscoelastic skeleton. It 
is worth to make a note that formulas (5.11), which solved the problem, hold for the 
most general, linear viscoelastic material without aging. These include the rheological 
properties of the skeleton, different in the laws of shear, dilatation and due to the pressure 
of fluid strains. The simplest rheological models, in particular all differential models 
(Kelvin-Voigt's, Maxwell's, Zemer's) belong here automatically, owing to the required 
form of kernels K(t- r), K"(t- r) and Kp(t- r). The problem was solved by the programme 
permitting force increase from zero to the limit value. An example for only the linear 
increase was considered. The homogeneous initial conditions were discussed consistently. 
In this way the formulated problem holds for the equations ofBiot's consolidation theory
the well-posed initial-boundary problem. The question of immediate loading excluded 
the homogeneous initial conditions. Then from the non-normality of the system of equa
tions it follows that the initial conditions cannot be arbitrary but must satisfy the so
called "consistence conditions". This question is not discussed in the present paper, taking 
the opinion that the load increasing from zero better corresponds to the real situation. 

Different values of parameter t0 considered in the numerical example have the aim 
to find the influence of velocity of the load. As it is shown, this influence is essential. 

From the practical point of view it is important to know not only the contact stress 
distribution but also, in a great part, the settlement of the punch in time. This problem, 
in our opinion, has also found a sufficient attention. 
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